**dog hunter at AllSeen Alliance Summit as new member**

*dog hunter will take part in the AllSeen Alliance Summit - Santa Clara CA, Nov. 10-12* - as a new member of this cross-industry collaboration, dedicated to advancing the Internet of Everything through an open source software project, collaborating with Linux Fondation

**SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 5, 2014** -- **dog hunter** will be present at the coming Allseen Alliance from 10 to 12 November, in Hyatt Santa Clara, CA. Indeed, the **AllSeen Alliance**, which is a Collaborative Project at the Linux Foundation, has just announced that nine new companies have joined the initiative and **dog hunter** is one of them!

“We’re excited to bring our knowledge of IoT and open source experience to the AllSeen Alliance,” said **Federico Musto**, CEO, dog hunter. “What we are experiencing is a genuine cultural revolution. To achieve the level of interoperability we need to move IoT forward, it’s crucial that we all work together. The Alliance is the place to make that happen and dog hunter is ready to contribute with its know-how and design creativity.”

The main purpose of Allseen Alliance is to create a group that works together “to advance the seamless connection of a range of objects and devices in homes, cars and businesses by building out an open source software framework, called **AllJoyn™**. Through code that is available today and continuously updated thanks to contributions by members and the open source community, AllJoyn acts as a common language for devices to interact regardless of brand and other infrastructure considerations.”

www.doghunter.org
With a vibrant enthusiasm dog hunter has accepted the invitation to attend the AllSeen Alliance, which is a member only event, designed to provide a collaborative and educational space for the working groups of the AllSeen Alliance. It will be a great opportunity for innovators, developers and users to share their knowledges and opinions and will enable widespread adoption of an interoperable peer connectivity and communications framework based on AllJoyn™, in order to accelerate its development.

**dog hunter**
dog hunter is a company based in Zug (CH), in USA and Taiwan, specialized in the design and development of WiFi modules supported by Linino distribution for educational, hobby and industry.

**Linino**
Linino is a distribution based on OpenWRT with about 3000 package built and available. Linino provides a fully writable filesystem with package management with GPG signature.
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